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7 January 2018 

Silence is Golden 
With the holiday period over, it was back to bridge. I was sitting in the north seat and my 
first hand of 2018 was a beauty. 

Some pairs open 2NT on strong balanced hands. 
Whether or not their partner takes them to 3NT, 
they come unstuck here. East leads a heart and 
east-west take the first seven tricks. 

When north opens 2♣, the spotlight switches to 
east. With the lovely heart suit, many easts would 

overcall 2♥. Once that happens, it is most likely 
that north-south end up in a part score diamond 
contract. If east remains silent, north-south may 
still end up in no trumps with the same 
unfortunate outcome. 

When I went on a Finesse Bridge Club holiday a 
few years ago, I had some excellent advice from 
Greg Eustace. 

"Never bid weak over weak or strong over 
strong." I wonder if that applies here. 

Incidentally, I can thoroughly recommend Greg's 
holidays. Kate and I had a great time. 

 

Happy New Year! 

Chris 

  



22 January 2018 

Getting to 3NT 
Rakesh Kumar 
 
The session on Monday 22 January was a story of the 3NT contracts that got away. There were at 
least 3 boards on which East-West didn't seem to reach their full potential – plus the one on which 
as North, I simply went to sleep, but I'm not going to mention that!  Here's the first hand of interest: 
 

 
 
North will of course open 1H. East is too strong to simply 
overcall 1NT, which would show a hand with 15-18 hcp, so 
should double. What should West do? A jump response usually 
promises something like 9-11 hcp, but with a 6-card suit, 
apparently fitting values and shortage in the opponents' suit, 
this hand with 8 hcp is worth a 3C response, which would lead 
to an immediate 3NT rebid by East. However, even if West 
decides to bid only 2C, East can surely bid 2NT over North's 2H, 
showing the 19+ hcp hand with stoppers, and now West can 
raise to 3NT. Remarkably, though, only 2 of 12 Easts managed 
to get to the game. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then there was this hand, on which 3NT was only one of the 
available game options:  
 
After a strong notrump opening by East, a simple auction would 
be 1NT-2H (transfer)-2S-3S- 3NT or 4S. Ten or eleven tricks 
were made routinely in a contract in either denomination, but 
just 4 EW pairs had reached game. Why? Perhaps some EW 
pairs were playing a 16-18 notrump opening. The problem with 
that is the 1NT rebid after a 1D opening becomes a relatively 
wide-ranging 12-15 hcp, making judgement difficult. There's a 
sound argument for a lower limit of 15 hcp for a 1NT opening! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Finally, there was this quite interesting hand: 
 
 
Only 5 of 12 EW pairs reached 3NT. After 1D by West, North 
may overcall a fairly miserable 1S, in which case East should 
make a negative double to show her 4-card heart suit. Now 
when West jumps to 3D, East can bid 3S asking for a stopper, 
then West has an easy 3NT. If East chooses to bid 2C anyway, 
then on strength alone, 3NT should now be reached. However, 
if North passes, the auction might proceed 1D-1H-3D. This 
could be a little bit awkward, but if West doesn't have a heart 
fit he must surely have an honour or two in spades. Therefore 
3NT by East is a reasonable bid, on the general principle that if 
3NT is a plausible game contract, at matchpoint pairs one 
should be in it. 
 
 
 

 

  



23 January 2018 

Canberra's Festival of Bridge 
Over the last couple of weeks, the annual festival of bridge was held in Canberra. Several of our 
members took part and there were some excellent results. 
 
Undoubtedly, the star of the show was Rob Ward. He played with his regular Sydney partner, Alex 
Penklis and won the Penline 500 Swiss Pairs Championship. Not being content with that, the two 
teamed up with two more Sydney friends and won the 300 Teams. Well done, Rob. A great week. 
 
In the Life Masters Teams, Alison, Louise, Kate and Chris finished a creditable seventh after a very 
poor start. 
 
The big event of the fortnight was the South West Pacific Teams. Many of Australia's top players 
took part. Louise, Eric and Patricia teamed up with Chris Williams. They finished in the top third of 
the field, a wonderful performance. 
 
Kate and I played with Noel and Annemarie and we struggled to make any headway. Rather than 
dwell on things that went wrong, here is a hand where we got it right. 
 

 
 
As North, I opened a borderline 1H and 
South bid 2NT, a Jacoby raise. In our system, 
this shows heart support, 11+ HCP and 16+ 
points in distribution. Now, North went 
straight to 4H to show a minimum hand. 
 
With wonderful heart support and excellent 
shape, South used a Roman Key Card ace ask 
and we quickly bid our 6H with only 25 HCP. 
 
What was particularly pleasing was that the 
slam was bid using exactly the methods we 
discussed in last year's intermediate lessons.  
 
South valued her hand as 14 HCP + 1 for the 
doubleton + 3 for the singleton + 2 for the 
great heart support making 20 points in 
total.  
 
The play was confused when our opponents 
revoked no less than three times but we 
were always making our twelve tricks. 
 

 
 
Chris 
 
 

  



29 January 2018 

A suit preference signal 
Rakesh Kumar 
 
To my mind, the most interesting board of the Monday afternoon session on 29 Jan was this 
little partscore hand: 
 

Almost everyone bid 1H-2H-all pass. Almost everyone 
made it. Deep Finesse says you can make it. So why do 
I find it interesting? 
 
Well, it starts with East's opening lead. Some folks led a 
low club and that was that, but the majority found the 
safe lead of a low diamond. Partner took the ace and 
promptly returned the 5. That could only mean 
partner had a doubleton – the 5 is the lowest 
outstanding card and if partner had four cards without 
the J then declarer would have had a doubleton KJ 
– but the jack did not fall. 
 
Anyway, declarer will usually take the diamond return 
in dummy and lead the 10, hoping for something 
good to happen in trumps. It won't – West will duck 
and the trick will be taken by East with the Q. Now 
East can return a diamond for West to ruff, after which 
West can, if she wishes, cash the A. 
 
What will West return now? Well, that depends on (a) 
how much thought East invested in choosing the card 

to return for West to ruff (b) whether West noticed what card East led and worked out what 
it should mean. 
 
From East's perspective, at trick 4 there appear to be 5 potential tricks for the defence (one 
diamond, hopefully 2 hearts, a diamond ruff and one spade) but to set the contract, East-
West need to get a club trick as well. What is declarer's shape? Five hearts, four diamonds … 
what about the rest? So far we've seen only 4 hcp in hearts and 4 hcp in diamonds, so to 
have any sort of opening hand North must have the K, quite possibly the J and also 
perhaps the Q. If North has a singleton club and KJx there is no defence, but if her hand 
includes Qx then East-West must start clubs from the West hand. 
 
Right … there's the answer. Lead the 3 for West to ruff, clearly asking for a club return. 
This forces dummy's ace and now when declarer concedes the A, East can cash a club 
trick. 
 
So why doesn't the contract go down when Deep Finesse is playing it? Well, DF knows that if 
West plays low on a heart from dummy, the ruff can be eliminated by rising with the K and 



playing another heart immediately. West cannot afford to hop up with the ace because then 
the Q will not be a defensive trick. 
 
Do you see why it's an interesting little hand? 
 


